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INTRODUCTION 

There is no question: "selfish settlements by objectors are a serious problem." Pearson v. 

Target Corp., 893 F.3d 980, 986 (7tl1 Cir. 2018) ("Pearson II''). Thus, relying on Pearso,ls exposition on 

bad-faiili objectors, district courts have boili imposed sanctions upon such objecrors and even 

allowed class counsel to proceed in civil action against iliem. In re Petrobras Secs. Utig., 2018 WL 

-l-521211, at *4-8 (S.D. .Y. Sept. 21, 2018) (imposing sanctions); Edelson PC v. Bandas Law Firm PC, 

2018 WL 3496085 .D. ill. Jul. 20, 2018) (denying in part motion to dismiss). Equitable 

disgorgement of monies paid to objectors and their counsel-the remedy Frank seeks here- is far 

less drastic. It merely reclaims for ilie class what has been unjustly appropriated by the objecror

appellants and ilieir counsel. 

The fruit of an appeal challenging approval of a class settlement and fee award belongs to 

ilie entire class. One class member, or in this case, a few class members "cannot make that fruit 

(their] own by a simple appropriation of it." Young v. Higbee, 324 U.S. 204, 214 (1945). The Court 

possesses both inherent and rule-based authority to protect ilie class by requiring disgorgement. It 

should. 

BACKGROUND 

A. After Frank's successful appeal, the district court approves a revised se ttlem ent. 

Following final approval of me original settlement in 2014, Objector Frank appealed. The 

Sevenili Circuit agreed with Frank's objection in several respects. The court found a disproportional 

distribution between recovery for the class (5865,284), ry pres (Sl. 13 million), and attorneys' fees with 

clear sailing and kicker ($4.5 million). See Pearson v. NBIY, Inc., 772 F.3d 778, 781 (7th Cir. 2014) 

("Pearson I'). The panel furtller found iliat administration costs should have been excluded in 

calculating the class benefit. Id. As for me settling parties, me panel found mat me clear-sailing and 

kicker provisions reflected a "selfish" agreement, and commended Frank for " flagg[wg] fatal 

weaknesses in me proposed settlement." Id. at 787. 
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As a result of Frank's objection and meritorious appeal, the revised settlement was 

structured with a S7.5 million common fund, wluch provides approximately S3.1 million more for 

class recovery than the original agreement would have provided. Dkt. 213 at 7. Frank and three 

other objectors (Randy unez, Steven Buckley, and Patrick Sweeney (collectively the "Sweeney 

objectors")) filed objections to the revised settlement and fee request. I Su Dkts. 256 (Nunez), 258 

(Buckley), 259 (Frank), and 261 (Sweeney). On August 25, 2016 the final approval order for the 

revised settlement issued with plaintiffs' fee request granted in full. Su Final Judgment and Order, 

Dkt. 288. On the basis of the substantial improvement to the revised settlement over the original 

2014 settlement agreement, Frank sought and was awarded $180,000 in attorneys' fees. Id. at 9. The 

settlement administrator reported final, valid claims of 208,051 totaling S3,963,335. Su Declaration 

of Joseph F. Mahan (''Mahan D eel."), D kt. 344 il 13-14. 

B. The Sweeney objectors appeal the revised settlement. 

The Sweeney objectors filed timely notices of appeal within 30 days of the Fina] J udgrnent 

pursuant to Rule 4(a)(l)(A). See D kts. 289 (Buckley), 293 (Nunez), and 298 (Sweeney). On October 

4, 2016, Objector Frank filed notice of his cross-appeal pursuant to Rule 4(a)(3). See Dkt. 308. On 

October 17, 2016, class counsel moved for this Court to require the Sweeney objectors to jointly and 

severa11y post an appeal bond of S200,000. See Motion for Appeal Bond, D kt. 313.2 Two of the 

Sweeney objectors filed oppositions to the bond motion (Dkts. 317 and 324), but class counsel 

I Frank objected only to the provision of his own attorneys' fee request, which would have more 
equitably resulted in shared attorneys' fc:es of no more than 33%. D kt. 259 at 5-6. The court ulumately 
awarded these fees sepat'lltd y from the common fund. Order Awarding Attorneys' Fees, 0kt. 286. Frank 
elected not to appeal this decision because quibbling over a 2% discrepancy would have been a poor use of 
private and judicial resources. 

2 Class counsel's appeal bond motion also included Objector Frank. Motion for Appeal Bond, 0kt. 
314. In response, Objector Frank served a Rule 11 letter on class counsel requesting retraction of false 
accusations and frivolous legal arguments in the memorandum. Sre Exhibit 3 to Objector Buckley Opp. to 
Bond Motion, 0kt. 317-3. On October 28, class counsel filed an Amended Memorandum, which omitted the 
false statements and did not seek an appeal bond from Objector Frank. Su Amended Memorandum in 
Support of Motion Requiring Certain Objectors to Post an Appeal Bond ("Bond Memo."), 0kt. 323. 

Frank's Memo in Supp. of Mot. to D isgorge 2 
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ncrer nonced the bond monon for heanng. Plamnffs condemned the "patently fri-rnlous appeals" of 

the weeoey ob1ecrors and sought the appeal bond to protect the class from rent seeking See Bond 

Memo., D kt. 323 at 11. Within days, all three of the Sweeney obiectors settled their appeals \\1th no 

benefit to the absent class. 

On ovember 7, 2016, joint morions for voluntary dismissal were filed in the ScHnth 

Circuit on behalf of all three objector-appellants. See Appeal 1os. 16-3507, 16-3519, 16-35-tl. 

Following the filing of morions to dismiss, Objector Frank voluntarily dismissed his cross-appeal 

·without seeking or obtaining payment. See Appeal o. 16-3615. After mandate was issued, 

defendants and named plainriffs jointly requested voluntary dismissal with prejudice in the district 

court, see Sripularion of Dismissal, Dkt 332, which was granted on lovember 18, 2016, see Order 

Granring Dismissal with Prejudice, Dkt. 333. 

Frank's Memo in Supp. o f I\Iot. to Disgorge 3 
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D. Frank seeks intervention, accounting and disgorgement. 

On December 7, 2016, Objector Frank moved to rntcrvene for the purpose of seelung 

disgorgement of payments made to the Sweeney objectors in exchange for dropprng the1r appeals. 

See lotion to Intervene and Disgorge Side-Payments, Dkt. 334. The district court denied Frank's 

interreotion motion, holding that the ovember 18 dismissal with prejudice meant that the district 

court was '\vithout jurisdiction to adjudicate disputes arising out of the settlement." Order Denying 

Motion to lnten-enc, Dkt. 340. On I\Iay 19, 2017, Frank filed a Rule 60(b) motion to reopen the 

case so that he could pursue his motions to intervene and disgorge. Frank's Motion to Reopen Case, 

Dkt. 348. The district court denied Frank's motion, finding that Frank's request did not invoh·e 

"e."{cepoonal circumstances" that warranted such relief. Order Denying Rule 60(b) Motion, Dkt. 350. 

E. Frank appeals and the Seventh Circuit reverses. 

Frank appealed the denial of Frank's Rule 60(b) motion, Dkt. 351, and the Seventh Circuit 

reversed. Pearso11 II, 893 F.3d 980. The Court recognized that Rule 60 was a "safety valve for 

precisely these situations" where objectors e.xtort side payments purely for personal gain. Id. at 985. 

"Rule 60(b)(6) relief was appropriate to ensure that no class sellout had occurred." Id. at 986. The 

Court observed that "selfish settlements by objectors are a serious problem." Id. at 986. "Frank must 

be allowed to pursue his theory pur uant to the ancillary jurisdiction preserved rn the Settlement 

Judgment." Id. at 986. 

The mandate was issued on July 18 2018. Dkt. 364. 

3 The confidentiality sapulation and protective order (Dkt. 379) compel Frank to file portions of tlus 

memorandum under seal. However, he reserves his right to move at a later ame for the unsealing of redacted 

informauon that does not satisfy the standards for sealing set by this C1rcuit. See gmemlfy Bax/er !111'I, Inc. 1•. 

Abboll Labs., 297 F.3d 544, 547 (7th C1r. 2002). 

Frank's Memo in Supp. of Mot. to Disgorge 4 
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ARGUMENT 

I. Objector Blackmail is a "Serious Problem." 

"Objector blackmail" is when "an absent class member objects to a settlement with no 

intention of improving the settlement for the cL1ss. Instead, the objector files her objection, appeals, 

and pockets a side payment in exchange for voluntarily dismissing the appeal." Pearson II, 893 F.3d at 

982; Brian T. Fitzpatrick, The End oJOqjector Black111ail?, 62 V AND. L. R.Ev. 1623 (2009). As Pearson II 

observes, "selfish settlements by objectors arc a serious problem." Id. at 986 (citing John E. Lopatka 

& D. Brooks Smith, Class Action Proftssio11al Objectors: What lo do Abo11/ Them?, 39 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 

865, 871-72 (2012)). 

In district court, objectors are appropriately deterred from making selfish settlements by 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, which empowers district courts to discover whether objections are withdrawn for 

printe payment. See Advisory Committee otes to 2003 Amendment of Rule 23(e)(4)(B) (now 

codified at 23(e)(5)) ("If the objector simply abandons pursuit of the objection, the court may 

inquire into the circumstances."); Rule 23(e)(3) ("The parties seeking [settlement] approval must file 

a statement identifying any agreement made in connection with the proposal."). o comparable 

appellate rule exists for objector settlements. As a result, most objector appeals are filed for the sole 

purpose o f obtaining individual settlement. See Marie Leary, FJC &port 011 Class A clio11 Of?jeclor Appeals 

in Three Cim,it Co11rts of Appeals, Federal Judicial Center (2013) at 11 ("In the Seventl1 Circuit, all of 

the identified class action objector appeals [filed J anuary 1, 2008 through June 1, 2013] were 

voluntarily dismissed pursuant to Rule 42(6)."). 

Recently, however, the Supreme Court submitted to Congress amendments to Ruic 23 that 

would require district court approval, after a hearing, of any "payment or otl1cr consideration" 

provided for "forgoing or withdrawing an objection" or " forgoing, dismissing, or abandoning an 

appeal," see Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rules 5, 23, 62, and 

65.1, Slip Order at *11 (U.S. Apr. 26, 2018), 

lmps://www.supremecourt.gov/ orders/ courtorders/ frcvl 8 5924.pdf. As ilic Seventh Circuit 

observed, these amendments arc designed to "prevent" objector blackmail and "may solve the 

Frank's Memo in Supp. of Mot. to Disgorge 5 
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problem prospectively." Pearson II, 893 F.3d at 987. But only disgorgemcnt will remedy the objector 

bbckmail that was paid here. 

II. This Court Should order Equitable Disgorgement of the Objector Blaclonail Paid to the 
Sweeney Objectors. 

Disgorgement is an equitable remedy within the inherent power of the court. See Porter v. 

Warner Holding Co., 328 U. . 395, 397-99 (1946) ("unless otherwise explicitly restricted by statute, 

District Courts may exercise all inl1erent equitable powers to fashion relief, including ordering the 

payment of money."). "The object of restitution [in the disgorgement context] . .. is to eliminate 

profit from wrongdoing while avoiding, so far as possible, tl1e imposition of a penalty." 

REsT:\TfilfENT (THIRD) OF R.EsTITUTI0N AND UNJUST ENRICHMENT § 51 (4) (2010). When 

confronted with an abuse of its processes, the court has inherent authority to remedy wrongdoing 

and craft an equitable remedy. See Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 44-45 (1991) ("A primary 

aspect of [the court's inherent] discretion is the ability to fashion an appropriate sanction for 

conduct which abuses the judicial process."). Here, the court should exercise its equitable discretion 

to disgorge profit that would otherwise result from the Sweeney objectors abuse of the class action 

process to e..,'tract private gain. 

While the Court's authority is not unbounded, it is appropnately exercised here because 

disgorgement complements the current and proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure. "Sanctions authorized only by the inherent power of the court are . . . available only 

when no direct conflict with laws or national rules of procedure would arise." Kollilic Co11sl!: Co. 11. 

Missbrenner, 106 F.3d 768, 773 (7th Cir. 1997). Because the proposed amendments to Rule 23 arc 

designed to "prevent" objector blackmail, Pearson II, 893 F.3d at 987, disgorgement here 

accomplishes the Rules' purpose by undoing the abuse the Rules seek to prevent. 

Further, disgorgement is appropriate here because it is proportional to the wrongdoing. 

Disgorgement perfectly "fits the crime" of bad faith settlements, because it recovers precisely what 

tile Sweeney objectors appropriated for themselves. See Die/Inch v. ortbivesl Aidines, Ille., 168 F.3d 

961 , 964 (7th Cir. 1999) (when exercising inl1erent powers to sanction, "the punishment must fit tile 

Frank's Memo in Supp. of Mot. to Disgorge 6 
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crime''). The , eventh Circuit hns found that district courts possess inherent authonty to re\·ert 

bnscless :momeys' fees in order to prevent "circuity nnd enforce etlucnl conduct U1 litigaaon before 

1t." Dalt M. ,,. Bd. of Educ. of Brridlry-B011rbon11ais l ligb Scb. Dist. No. 307, 282 F.3d 984, 986 (7th Ctr. 

2002); arc-ord ll"amr/1 ,,. Femi Motor Co., 205 F. Supp. 2d 956, 957-58 (N.D. Ill. 2002) (ordenng 

disgorgement of fees obtained duough ethical misconduct). Identical reasoning applies here: the 

'weeney obiecton; haYe vexatiously multiplied proceedings, delayed class recovery, pocketed sizable 

sum that equitably belong to the clnss, and prov:ided no benefit to the class, so their private awards 

should be d.tsgorgcd. 

1. The Sweeney objectors unjustly profited from their misconduct. 

Courts and commentators have lamented the phenomenon of objector blackm:ul by 

professional objectors. While good-faith objectors like Frank successfully oppose class action 

settlements to benefit absent class members, professional objectors instead obstruct or delay 

settlement proceedings so as to extract attorneys' fees in exchange for the withdrawal of an 

objection. Su 7B Wright, Miller & Cooper, Federal Pmctice & Proetd11re § 1797.4 n.S (3d ed. 2005). The 

Seventh Circuit condemns such side agreement where objectors "get paid to go away" because such 

payments "benefit only the !objectors] at the expense of aJJ other parties to the litigauon." I ' ol/111er ,,. 

Sr/den, 350 F.3d 656, 660 (7th Cir. 2003) (calling practice "extortion" and sanctionable). ot only do 

objector settlements burden the judicial system with meridess appeals calculated for indiv1du:1J gmn 

at the expense of other litigants, such settlements may also "jeo pardize the interests of the 

unrepresented class members." S(lftro Ins. Co. of /111m: ,,. Ametict111 1111'/ G,v,rp, lm:, 7 10 I·. 1d 754, 755 

(7th Cir . 2013) (dismissing appeals where no member of the class expressed opposition to rnluntary 

dismissal).4 When an objector-appellant agrees lo drop a meritorious appeal brought in good faith. 

4 D11hai111e v. Joh,, //m1cock M11t. Lfa 1111. Co., 183 F.3d I (1st Cir. 1999) declmecl to pum1c the 1dcn thnt 

there wns need for court oversight of side agreements wllh ob1cctors to withdraw appeals. But D11ht1i111, was 
superseded by Ruic 23(c)(3) nnd (e)(S)'s rcspccuvc rcqu1rcmen1s of scrnt1ny of stde agreements nnd 
w1Lhdrnwnls of ob1ecuons u1 district court. Sre Alan 13. l\lomson, lmprov111,~ the Class ~l<'tion S,11/mm1t PtTll'tJJ': 

1.illle Thing1 /\lean a Lot, 79 G l(O. \X1,\SI I. I .. Ill \\'. '128, 447 (20 11). l\ lorcover, D11hm111e wns 1111pltc1tly rr1cctecl 
by Pear1011 II, which acknowledges the ngh1 of an absent clnss member to 11west..igatc side objector nppcnls. 

Frank's Memo in Supp. of Mot. to Disgorge 7 
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the entire class is potentially worse off because the class action settlement never receives appellant 

scrutiny tl1at would have protected their interests against district-court error. 

Either way, such settlements constitute an abuse of the class-action system. If the settled 

appeals are frivolous, individual class members arc receiving unearned windfall at the expense of 

class recovery. If the underlying objection is meritorious, the settling parties doubly disserve the 

class by spending rightful class recovery to prevent appropriate review of the underlying approval 

and/or fee award. Cf RDbert F. Booth Tmst v. Crowlry, 687 F.3d 314, 318 (7th Cir. 2012) ("A district 

judge ought not try to insulate his decisions from appellate review by preventing a person from 

acquiring a status essential to that review."). If it is problematic for a neutral district judge to 

preclude appellate review, it is surely more so for a defendant to preclude appellate scrutiny of a 

settlement by buying off individual class members challenging it. 

Payments to individual class members necessarily cheat the class; mis principle is well

understood in the context of named plaintiffs settling their individual clain1s. Cf Pitts v. Tenible 

Herbst, foe., 653 F.3d 1081, 1090 (9ili Cir. 2011) ("defendant may moot a class action through an 

offer of settlement only if he satisfies ilie demands of ilie class; an offer to one cannot moot the 

action because it is not an offer to all.") (citing Sosna v. Iowa, 419 U.S. 393, 399, 402 (1975)); accord id. 

at 1087; Primax Rtco,ie,ies, Inc. v. Sevilla, 324 F.3d 544, 546-47 (7ili Cir. 2003); Gmsz v. I--lo11sehold Bank, 

NA., 176 F.3d 1012, 1015 (7th Cir. 1999); Deposit G11ar. Nat'/ Bank v. &per, 445 U.S. 326,342 n.1 

(1980) (Stevens, J., concurring). It is equally well-understood that class counsel should not use ilie 

class-action process to benefit iliemselves without benefit to absent class members. See, e.g., In re 

IV"a(green Co. Stockholder Litig., 832 F.3d 718, 724 (7ili Cir. 2016). Thus, the equities point to 

disgorging unjust enrichment mat would otherwise result from settling objectors' cynical misuse of 

the class action process to extract private gain. The Sweeney objectors cheated the class by extorting 

iliese side deals and only disgorgement of such funds ,vill remedy such deceit. 
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2. Objector-appellant windfall constitutes rightful class recovery and should be 
clawed back for equitable distribution. 

1de agreements for private pecuniary gain siphon funds that rightfully belong to the class. 

The wecney objectors may argue that the Side Agreements were separate, so such funds arc not 

part of the settlement and don't be.long to the class. ot so. The Seventh Circuit rejected this idea in 

Pearson I. There, class counsel attempted to justify the settlement's "kicker" or "reversion" clause 

where class counsel had negotiated fees separately from the settlement fund, which meant that any 

reduction in tl1c fee award could not return to tl1e class but would instead revert back to defendants. 

Pearso11 I, 772 F.3d at 786. 171e Scvcntl1 Circuit could find no "justification" for such a clause, 

reasoning that tl1e "economically rational defendant will be indifferent to the allocation of dollars 

between class members and class counsel" and "car[es] only about his total liability." Id. at 786-87. 

Because "the entire settlement amount comes from the same source," all payments to settle a class 

action "represent a package deal." Johns/on v. Comerica Morlg. Co,p., 83 F.3d 241,246 (8tl1 Cir. 1996); 

cf. Manual for Complex Litig. § 21.75 (4th ed. 2008) ("If an agreement 1s reached on the amount of a 

settlement fund and a separate amount for attorney fees . .. the sum of the two amounts ordinarily 

should be treated as a settlement fund for the benefit of the class."). All class action payments 

ultimately derive from resolution of ilie underlying claims. See Pearson I, 772 F.3d at 786. Pearson II 

likewise recognizes this fact, otherwise why allow an absent class member to investigate untoward 

objector side-deals? 

Here, the Sweeney objectors misused appellate procedure to divert additional funds solely to 

themselves, but me side payments ultimately derive from the underlying action. 

Sweeney objectors' leverage comes from the underlying release of the entire class, so benefits 

extracted based on such leverage ought to benefit all class members. Courts ought not reward 

vexatious and pointless appeals after the class has secured its award. CJ Greisz v. I-louseho/d Bank, 

N.A., 176 F.3d 1012, 1015 (7th Cir. 1999) ("Once a party has won his suit and obtained the 
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:momc)"s fees that were reasonably ci...-pcndcd on winning, additional attorney's fees would not be 

reasonably incurred."). 

Cb s members should not connive additional individual benefits for themselves, and the 

court should equitably disgorge ill-gotten gains to the entire class. Courts generally do not allow 

indindual d'lss members who have not opted out to settle on superior terms. For example, service 

awards may be approved to compensate named plaintiffs for their effort, but this does not imply 

parties can divert funds to prioritize the interests of individual class members. Mumry 11. GMAC 

Mortg. Co,p., 434 F.3d 948, 952 (7th Cir. 2006) (disapproving use of "the class device . .. to obtain 

len~rage for one person's benefit."). This is why courts must approve incentive awards to 

indi,-idually-named class members, such as the $5,000 payments approved to each of the class 

representati,·es in this case. See Final Judgment, 0kt. 288 at 9. Such awards are appropriate, with 

court approval, for the time and ei...-pense named class members spend on securing the fund for the 

entire class. But it i inequitable for individual class members to advantage themselves over other 

class members in side deals without conferring the class any benefit and without judicial oversight. 

Whether the underlying appeals were meritorious or 

not, the class does not benefit from objector blackmail, and these payments ought to be disgorged. 

3. Yo11ng v. Higbee compels disgorgement because the Sweeney objectors 
purported to appeal on behalf of the class but sold out for p rivate gain. 

As illustrated in the Supreme Court's decision in Young 11. Higbee, 324 U.S. 204 (1945), 

equities favor disgorging the ill-gotten gains of the Sweeney objectors' blackmail. Yo1111g involved a 
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proposed bankruptcy reorganization of The Higbee Company department store. 324 U.S. at 206. 

Two preferred shareholders (Potts and Boag) objected to the confirmation of the plan, contending 

that junior debt was allocated too great a share of the plan's proposed distribution. Id. After the 

district court overruled the.tr objections and confirmed the plan, they appealed to have the 

confirmation set aside based upon the unfair treatment of preferred shareholders like themselves. Id. 

at 206-07. But rather than proceed on that argument, they "sold" their appeal to the junior debt 

holders (i.e., they settled and dismissed their appeal) for a personal payoff. Id. at 207. Another 

preferred shareholder C'f oung) intervened to compel an accounting by the initial appellants to 

disgorge the proceeds of the sale of their appeal to the other preferred shareholders. Id. at 208. A 

special master, the district court and the circuit court of appeals presumed that because Potts and 

Boag "had not acted as representatives of a class" there was no justification for disgorgement. Id. 

The Supreme Court reversed and required disgorgement. Even though "Potts and Boag did 

not expressly specify that they appealed in the interest of the whole class of preferred stockholders" 

the basis of that appeal ' 'was that every other preferred stockholder, as well as themselves, would be 

injured by confirmation." Id at 209. Their rights were "inseparable" and " [e]quity looks to the 

substance and not merely the form." Id. By appealing from a judgment that affected "a whole class 

of stockholders," "at the very least they owed them an obligation to act in good faith." Id. at 210. 

Here, all of the settling objectors filed objections that exclusively concerned issues of 

common interest to all class members such as notice and attorneys' fees. See unez's Objection, 

0kt. 256; Buckley's Objection, 0kt. 258; Sweeney's Objection, 0kt. 261. one of the settling 

objectors suggested that their claims were idiosyncratic to individual circumstances, but instead 

advanced objections with applicability to an entire class. See id. Indeed, like in Young where the appeal 

was "alleged to be for the benefit of [the class]," id. at 214, one of the Sweeney objectors' appeals 

expressly sought to protect the "putative class' interests," see Plaintiff-Intervenor Randy unez' 

Opposition to Motion Requiring Objectors to Post an Appeal Bond, 0kt. 324 at 5. 

Further, to the extent that the appeals had merit, the settlements are losses to the class 

because "appellate correction of a district court's errors is a benefit to the class." Crawford v. Equifax: 
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l,,jo Sms., 201 F.3d 877, 881 (7th Cir. 2000). More likely, the three appeals lacked merit, the 

settlements :ire lo. ses to the class bec:iusc the "the money [objectors] received in excess of their own 

interest :\S [cbss members] was not paid for :inything they owned." Young, 324 U.S. at 213. The fruit 

of the :ippeal "properly belongs to :ill [cbss members]." Id. at 214. That cl1c value of the appeal was 

exacted through settlement racl1er clrnn through a litigated conclusion docs not change this fact. Id at 

213-14. Just as Potts and Boag proceeded under the "statutory privilege of litigating for the interest 

of a class," so too did the settling objectors in clus case. 111at the privilege at issue was conferred 

under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(e)(5), rather than cl1e Bankruptcy Act of 1938 makes no difference. See 

Murrqy, 434 F.3d at 952 (citing Yo,mg in support of idea the class device may not be "used to obtain 

leverage for one person' benefit''). "This representative responsibility is emphasized by the fact that 

they might have been awarded compensation for their services had cl1ey succeeded fon appeal] to the 

ad\·antage of all clie [absent class members]." Young, 324 U.S. at 213; accord Eubank v. Pella Corp., 753 

F.3d 718, 720 (7th Cir. 2014). Indeed, Frank was awarded fees for his good faith objection and 

mentorious appeal in tlus very case. The Sweeney objectors here are positioned identically to the 

objectors who sold their claims in Young. Because no statute curtails the district court's equitable 

discretion \vith regard to class action objections, clus Court should apply Young and correct the 

Sweeney objectors' unjust enrichment by ordering disgorgement of the objector blackmail. 

4. Payments to objector-appellants who have accomplished nothing for the class 
are otherwise inequitable and bad public policy. 

Frank and his attorneys, tluough hundreds of hours of work over several years, won a hard

fought landmark appeal over the original settlement approval tl1at resulted in a settlement that 

quadrupled actual class recovery in tlus case by over $3 nullion. For his successful objection 

improving class recovery, tl1e court awarded him $180,000 in attorneys' fees, a small percentage of 

the improvement to me class, and one awarded on top of class counsel's fees. (TI1is payment was 

substantially lower man it could have been, because Frank, as a pro se objector, was not entitled to 

seek fees for his own valuable work on the case.) 
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Moreover, such payments create perverse incentives. If a bad-faith objector can realize more 

profit per hour of work by bringing an unsuccessful objection and failing to prosecute an appeal 

than a good-faith objector can by bnnging a successful objection and putting in the work to 

prosecute a successful appeal, it means that courts will be blizzarded with more bad-faith objections 

designed to fail than good-faith objections attempting to succeed-as this very case illustrates. 

To add insult to injury, the cacophony of bad-faith objections can taint distnct court 

perceptions of meritorious good-faith objections. E.g., In re Target Corp. Cl(s/omer Data Sec11ri!J Breach 

Iitig., 2016 WL 259676 at "1 (D. Minn. Jan. 20, 2016) (grouping CCAF client with bad-faith 

"professional objectors" and imposing oversized appeal bond), reversed, 847 F.3d 608 (8th Cir. 2017) 

(holding appeal bond 11/tra vim and reversing district court for failing to address CCAF's class

certification objection); Dewry v. Volkswagm AG, 728 F. Supp. 2d 546, 574-75 & n.19 (D. .J. 2010) 

(grouping Frank with bad-faith "professional objectors" and rejecting Frank's clients' Rule 23(a)(4) 

objections), reversed, 681 F.3d 170 (3d Cir. 2012). 

III. The Disgorged Funds Should be Equitably Distributed. 

On February 20, 2017, plaintiffs filed a motion for court approval of distribution of 

settlement funds, seeking to distribute S3.96 million to class members. See Pls. Memo. in support of 

Motion for Court Approval of Distribution of Class Settlement Funds ("Distribution Memo"), Dkt. 

343 at 1. This Court denied the Distribution Memo for the same reasons it denied Frank's Rule 

60(b) motion, i.e., the court concluded it was without jurisdiction to rule on the Distribution Memo. 

See Minute Order, Dkt. 347. It is Frank's understanding that the settling parties proceeded without 
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obta.uung formal court approval and distnbuted the settlement funds to the class members. 

Because 1t is not likely feasible to distribute such funds to class 

member , this may be one of the limited circumstances in which ry pm distribution would be 

appropriate. Ser Bnef for Petitioners at 51, Fra11k v. Goos, No. 17-961 (U.S.) (oral argument 

cheduled for Oct. 31, 2018). 

The ettlemcnt Agreement in this case includes a 9' pru provision where "left over monies" 

&om the et Settlement Fund (e.g., from uncashed checks) would be distributed to the Orthopaedic 

Research and Education Foundation ("Orthopaedic Foundation"). See Settlement Agreement, Dkt. 

Court may also elect to escheat such disgorged funds to the Treasury of the United States pursuant 

to 28 C.S.C. § 2042. See Nachsi11 v. AOL, 663 F.3d 1034, 1041 (9th Cir. 2011) (citing Six (6) Me:xica11 

Worker; v. Ari-:.. Citna Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1307-08 (9th Cir. 1990)). Whether the court distributes 

the funds to a ry pm recipient or the funds escheat to the Treasury, such disbursement is more fair 

than condoning the unethical behavior of the Sweeney objectors. Cf B11,row v. Arce, 997 S.W.2d 229, 

238 (Tex. 1999) ("main purpose" of disgorgement is not compensation, rather it is discouraging 

future wrongdoing). 

CONCLUSION 

This Court should order disgorgement of the side payments to the objector-appellants who 

failed to obtain benefits for the class as a whole and order further relief as the Court deems just. 
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Dated: October 4-, 2018. bl l\fclissa A. Holyoak 
I. Frank Bednarz, (ARDC o. 6299073) 
lclt sa A. Holyoak, (DC Bar o. 487759) 
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Phone: (573) 823-5377 
Email: melissaholyoak@gmail.com 

Attom~ys for Theodore H. Fra11k 
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